February Values Newsletter
Happy New Year! As there was no January newsletter due to things being a
little hectic, there is a lot to report on this first half term of 2021.
Firstly, congratulations to those pupils and staff who received Values Awards in
December for Honesty: Jack (Year 5), Prem (Year 6), Nimmy (Year 7),
Charlotte (Year 8) and Miss Patten
for the staff. We also managed to
record and share our Christmas
service for the school to enjoy.
Many thanks to the Key Stage 3
pupils who participated by reading
and playing and spreading a bit of
Christmas Spirit: Matteo, Henri, Lily,
Jim, Blythe, Sam, Kalin, Noah, Will,
Amelia and Corbin.
Last month’s value was Aspiration and who could have imagined 18 months ago
when the Values Ambassadors chose that value for this month, how appropriate
it would be. It has been hard showing aspiration when we are in lockdown, but
nevertheless the children of Edward Peake are managing it. There have been so
many who have really risen to the challenge of the situation and have made the
best of it.
Congratulations
As there are so many aspiring to do their best, it was felt that one child from
each class at school and at home should be rewarded, so the list is a little longer
than usual!
Home Learners:
Year 5: Lyla, Megan, Cobi, Wiktoria, Noah, Joseph
Year 6: Sophia, Beth, Poppy, Max, Oliver
Year 7: Ava, Finlay, Esme, Jayden, Arthur
Year 8: Owen, Lilli, Anna, Jack, Chinelo
School Learners:
Year 5: Fia, Lucy, Charlie, Keeley-Louise, Mackenzie, Finn
Year 6: Lily, Rowan, Olivia, Izzy, Paul
Year 7: Chloe, Oliver, Ellen, Elena, Timothy
Year 8: Toby, Grace, Libbie, Dylan, Karlee

A huge well done to one and all. Keep aspiring to do great things!

Cooperation
“Two are better than one because they have a good
return for their labour.” Ecclesiastes 4:9
Our February value is Cooperation.

●
●
●

Cooperation is getting along with others

Cooperation is working to achieve a common goal

Cooperation may mean compromise

Perhaps you could try the following ideas to help you to show cooperation in
your daily life?

●
●
●

Be polite to others

Aim to find ways of working together rather than against each other

Discuss problems and try to solve them with others to help

Let us use the opportunities we have to work together to overcome the current
situation and to look to the future.

